6. Minimum independent intersection cover 7. Weighted analogues to (5) and (6) 8. Maximum pile depth based at each interval 9. ~ximum-weight pile depth based at each interval (A pile is a sequence of intervals such that each interval in the sequence is en~losed by the interval before it except for the first).
The solution for (9) implies an O(n log n) solution for the maximumweight longest increasing su~equence of a sequence of real numbers with real weights.
We also relate the problem of finding the maximum clique of a set of circle chords under chord-intersection to the efficient construction of a tableau much like that used by Szymanski for finding longest increasing subsequences. The ewintence of such an efficient construction remains unsolved,but many of the properties of the tabl~au have been proven. Xn particular, the tableau always has a compact generator. Unfortunately, the problem of finding the generator in time less than O(n c log n) remains open.
On the General Graph Embedding Problem with
Applications to Circuit Layout Jonathan S. Turner
Computer Science Department Washington University, St, Louis, Missouri
October 23 1983 ~B~TR~CT This paper addresses a class of graph embedding problems in which the object is to map the vertices of one graph to the vertices of another, so that the images of vertices that are adjacent in the source gra~ are close together in the target gr~.
An important special case is the bandwidth minimization problem in which the target graph is a simple line graph.
Yn a previous paper, this author showed that for random graphs having bandwidth at most k, s well-known heuristic produces solutions having--cost not more than 3k with high probability. This paper get ralizes these results to the general graph embedding problem. ~ class of heuristics is described that can be applied to many families of target graphs. Certain aspects of these heuristics depend on properties of the target graphs. These properties are characterized and used to state several metatheorems. Typical of the results is s theorem showing that there exists an efficient heuristic that for random graphs having a cost k embedding in a rectangular grid, will produce an embedding having cost not more than 3k with high probability.
